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Stalingrad
An Examination
of Hitler's Decision
to Airlift
JOEL S. A. HAYWARD

AFTER FEBRUARY 1943, the
shadow of Stalingrad ever
lengthened ahead of Adolf
Hitler. The battle for that
city had ended in disas
trous defeat, shattering the
myth of his military “Midas touch,” ending
his chances of defeating the Red Army,
per ma nently damaging relations with Italy,
Rumania, Hungary, and other allied nations,1
and, of course, inflicting heavy losses on his
eastern armies. More than 150,000 Axis sol
diers, most of them German, had been killed
or wounded in the city's approaches or ru
ins; 108,000 others stumbled into Soviet

captivity, 91,000 in the battle's last three
days alone. (Although Hitler never learned
of their fate, only six thousand ever returned to Germany.)
The battle has attracted considerable schol
arly and journalistic attention. Literally scores
of books and articles on Stalingrad have ap
peared during the 50 years since Stalin's ar
mies bulldozed into Berlin, bringing the war
in Europe to a close. Most have been pub
lished in Germany and, to a lesser degree,
Russia, where the name “Stalingrad” still
conjures up powerful and emotional imagery.2 Comparatively few have been pub
lished in the English--speaking world, and
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Generalleutnant Martin Fiebig, in charge of the air corps
given the task of keeping Sixth Army alive, repeatedly
insisted it was an impossible mission. His views were
ignored.

this is understandable. Because no British,
Commonwealth, or American forces took
part in the battle, they can number none of
their own among its many heroes, martyrs,
prisoners, and victims. Moreover, although
the German defeat at Stalingrad was imme
diately seen in the West as a turning point,
its effects were not directly felt by the
Anglo--American nations.
The main focus of Stalingrad histori
ography, including the dozen books pub
lished in 1992 and 1993 to commemorate
the battle's 50th anniversary, has been the
fighting, encirclement, suffering, and de
struction of Generalfeldmarschall Friedrich
Paulus's Sixth Army. Few books and articles
have devoted adequate attention to the ac
tivities of the Luftwaffe, although it made
substantial contributions to all battles
throughout the 1942 summer campaign—of

which Stalingrad was the climax—and it
alone was responsible for the maintenance
of Sixth Army after Marshal G. K. Zhukov's
forces severed it from all but radio contact
with other German army forma tions. Even
fewer works—and none in English—have
analyzed in depth Hitler's decision to supply
the forces trapped at Stalingrad from the air,
even though this decision led to the destruc
tion of those forces after the Luftwaffe failed
to keep them adequately supplied.
Of course, most writers on the Battle of
Stalingrad do briefly touch on the decision
to airlift before launching into their de
scriptions of Sixth Army's suffering or the
Luftwaffe's poor performance. Their treat
ment of the decision--making process, however, is invariably weak and unpersuasive.
Almost all blame Hermann Göring, the
Luftwaffe's in ef fec tual commander in
chief. When Hitler asked him what the air
force could do, they claim, Göring made
rash promises of an airlift, hoping its suc
cess would restore his flagging prestige.
Lacking dissenting voices and trusting Gör
ing, Hitler went ahead and or dered the airlift. Typif y ing this line of argument,
Generalfeldmarschall Erich von Man stein
wrote: “I am unsure whether Göring's
frivolous assurances to Hitler were due to a
false appreciation of existing capabilities, or
of a desperate need for admiration. Whatever
the cause, Göring was responsible.”3
Many early writers on Stalingrad (includ
ing von Manstein), it should be noted, were
participants in the events. Their biases and
preconceptions are evident in their self-
serving, blame--shifting accounts. However,
their works were influential in shaping
scholarly opinion in the first decades after
the war, and their descriptions and explana
tions have been, with a few exceptions,4
accepted uncritically to the present day. In
a recent work on Stalin grad, for example,
Franz Kurowski repeats many errors and
concludes: “What had moved Hitler to give
this death or der to Sixth Army? During a
telephone con ver sa tion on 23 Novem ber
1942, he asked Göring directly whether the
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supply of Stalingrad by air was possible.
Göring replied, `The thing appears feasi
ble.'”5 Likewise, Samuel Mitcham writes in
his own book on the Luftwaffe:
The only way the Reichsmarschall could
redeem himself in the Führer's eyes was to
score a spectacular military victory. Stalingrad
seemed to be his ticket. He promised Hitler
that the Luftwaffe would resupply Stalingrad
by air . . . . It was the major turning point of
the war.6

Göring was certainly among those re
sponsible for one of the war's most ill-
considered decisions, but he does not deserve sole blame, as this study tries to dem
onstrate.
It attempts to recreate the
decision--making process from surviving
sources—including the diaries of Luftwaffe
commanders in the Stalingrad sector, who
found their opposition to the airlift ignored
by their army counterparts and by the High
Command—and tries to determine culpabil
ity in a more evenhanded, dispassionate
manner than previously attempted.
When the Soviet Fifth Tank and Twenty-
first Armies launched their massive coun
teroffensive northwest of Stalingrad (code-
named Uranus) on 19 November, an ex
hausted Hitler was enjoying a brief holiday
at the Berghof, his mountain retreat in
Berchtesgaden, southern Bavaria. His relaxa
tion came to an abrupt end that afternoon
when he took a telephone call from his head
quarters in East Prussia. Clearly agitated,
Kurt Zeitzler, chief of the Army General
Staff, shouted down the line that hundreds
of Soviet tanks had shattered the Rumanian
front exactly where Hitler had earlier pre
dicted and that the Rumanian formations
were in full flight.7 Repeated updates
throughout the afternoon convinced Hitler
that the situation was serious, although he
still felt that Generalmajor Ferdinand
Heim's LXVIII Panzer Corps could, if prop
erly deployed, contain the enemy breakthrough. He promptly ordered Generaloberst
Maximilian von Weichs, commander of
Army Group B, to abandon all further of-
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fensive operations within Stalingrad and
transfer forces from the city to the broken
flank.
When the Soviet Southwestern Front
breached the Axis flank south of Stalingrad
the next day, Hitler realized that his Fourth
Panzer and Sixth Armies were in grave dan
ger of encirclement by the two great pin
cers.
He
immediately
contacted
Generalfeldmarschall von Manstein, whom
he considered his best army operational com
mander. He ordered him to abandon the
planned attack at Velikiye Luki in the far
north of Russia and to take charge of a
newly created command, Army Group
Don, in the Stalingrad sector.8 Von Manstein
was ideal for the job because of his fine stra
tegic mind and unparalleled experience with
Rumanian units. Although delighted by Hit
ler's trust, the field marshal was initially dis
couraged to learn the composition of his
new army group: Rumanian Third Army,
which had crumbled wherever struck; Fourth
Panzer Army, a large portion of which (in
cluding most of its tanks) lay trapped between the quickly closing Soviet pincers;
and Sixth Army, completely bottled up. The
latter was also worn down after months of
constant action, with all battalions far below
strength. Hitler did tell the field marshal to
expect reinforcements totaling six infantry
and four panzer divisions, a Luftwaffe field
division, and some flak units. Of these
formations, however, only two infan try di
visions were at hand. The others would
not arrive until early in December.

Göring was certainly among those
responsible for one of the war's
most ill--considered decisions, but
he does not deser ve sole blame.
Generaloberst Hans Jeschonnek, chief of
the Luftwaffe General Staff, arrived at the
Berghof that same day (20 November).
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Hitler had summoned him from his head
quarters in East Prussia to discuss the air
force's role in any attempted breakout or relief operations.9 Göring was “too busy” to
attend; he was presiding over an oil con
ference at Karinhall, his country estate in Ber
lin. No verbatim records of Hitler's conver
sation with Jeschonnek have surfaced, but
the basic facts are known: Hitler explained
that Sixth Army would probably be totally
cut off within days, that he had organized
a new army group under von Manstein, and
that it would launch a relief effort as
soon as possible. He hoped not only to
free Sixth Army within a short time, but
also to regain lost territory and rebuild a
strong defensive line. Apparently understanding Sixth Army's encirclement to be
temporary, Jeschonnek assured Hitler that
if both transport planes and bombers were
used, and if adequate airfields inside and
outside the pocket could be maintained, the
Luftwaffe could airlift sufficient supplies to
the army. After all, he pointed out, the air
force had successfully sustained one hun
dred thousand men in the Demyansk pocket
for several months during the previous win
ter.

The [Luftwaffe] had sucessfully sus
tained one hundred thousand men
in the Demyansk pocket for several
months during the previous winter.
The comparison with Demyansk was
specious, as Jeschonnek himself probably real
ized as soon as he had time to think through
the issues (seldom possible when dealing
with Hitler, who always wanted immediate
answers to his questions). The one hundred
thousand men of II Army Corps trapped at
Demyansk had required no less than three
hundred tons of supplies per day.10 Because
of low operational rates caused by winter
conditions, the Luftwaffe had been forced to

commit almost five hundred Junkers Ju--52s
to the airlift in order to ensure that sufficient
planes—around 150—could carry that ton
nage each day.11 Further, the presence of the
VVS (Voyenno--vozdushnyye sily, the Soviet
Air Force) at Demyansk had been negligible,
allowing almost uninterrupted German air
operations with low losses.12 The situation
at Stalingrad was very different. First, almost
three times as many men were encircled
there than had been at Demyansk. If one
hundred thousand men had needed three
hundred tons of supplies per day, then, logi
cally, 250,000 men would need around 750
tons, an almost impossible tonnage to deliver (as calculations made at Hitler's head
quarters a few days later confirmed).13
Second, the Luftwaffe did not possess anywhere near enough transport aircraft and
avail able bombers to deliver such
tonnages. Third, VVS forces at Stalingrad
were now far stronger than they had been at
Demyansk. They would greatly hamper airlift
operations and inflict high losses.
Jeschonnek's spontaneous and ill-
considered assurance that the air force could
sustain Sixth Army at Stalingrad pleased Hit
ler. He could hardly allow the army to aban
don that city after he had proclaimed to
the entire German nation in September
that “you can be certain no one will get us
away from there!” 14 and, only two weeks
earlier, had trumpeted in the Munich Löwen
bräukeller that his forces had taken that
“vitally--important city . . . with Stalin's
name,” where the “real” war was being
fought.15 Unable to eat his words, Hitler
now found himself committed to holding
Stalingrad. On the afternoon of the 21st,
therefore, he sent a message directly to Pau
lus, ordering him to stand firm “despite the
danger of temporary encirclement.” He was
to hold open the rail link as long as possi
ble. “As to airlift,” he added, “orders will
follow.”16
Neither Hitler nor Jeschonnek envisaged
an airlift of the Demyansk scale or duration.
They still thought that von Manstein would
soon break the encirclement and restore the
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A cautious commander with little tactical imagination, Friedrich Paulus (center) lacked the strength of character and
decisiveness needed to state dissenting views to Hitler. His failure to do so was taken by Hitler as support for his de
cisions.

southern front. Sixth Army would only need
to be supplied by air in the meantime. Yet
that is clearly not the way army commanders
in the field, faced with the grim realities of
their predicament, interpreted Hitler's ref
erences to an airlift. Sixth Army's senior offi
cers felt that unless they broke out immedi
ately (which they unsuccessfully advocated),
their army would have to be supplied by
air for weeks, if not months. They stated
that it would need 750 tons of supplies per
day (reducing this figure to five hundred tons
within a few days). Their statements to this
effect horrified local Luftwaffe commanders,
whose depleted units would have to carry
out the airlift.
Later that day (21 November), Gen
eralleutnant Martin Fiebig, commander of
Fliegerkorps VIII, the Luftwaffe corps respon
sible for all air operations in the Stalingrad

sector, telephoned Gener al ma jor Schmidt,
Sixth Army's chief of staff, to discuss the
army's intentions. Paulus listened on another phone. Fiebig's report on this conver
sation reveals the tension that quickly
developed between army and air force com
manders when the former readily embraced
Hitler's suggestion that the air force would
keep alive the trapped army:
In response to my questions about Sixth
Army's intentions, General Schmidt replied
that the army commander proposed to deploy
his army in a hedgehog [that is, all--around]
defense of Stalingrad . . . . Regarding the
possibilities of this hedgehog defense, I asked
how they planned to keep Sixth Army
supplied, especially when the supply line from
the rear looked certain to be cut very soon.
General Schmidt replied that supplies would
have to be carried in by air. I replied that
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Hitler shaking hands with Generaloberst Wolfram Freiherr von Richthofen in Russia, mid-1942. The two got on fa
mously, although Hitler never learned until much later that von Richthofen strenuously opposed the decision to airlift.

supplying an entire army by air was impossible,
particularly when our transport aircraft were
already heavily committed in North Africa. I
warned him against exaggerated expectations.
Generaloberst Paulus entered the conversation
occasionally on his other telephone line. Next
morning, at 0700, I telephoned General Schmidt
again, telling him that he was counting too
strongly on air supply. I stressed to him again
that, after long deliberations, based on my
experience and knowledge of the [limited] means
available, supplying Sixth Army by air was
simply not feasible. Further, the weather and
enemy situations were completely unpredictable
factors.17

Another prominent air leader shared Fiebig's view: the highly decorated Genera
loberst Wolfram Freiherr von Richthofen,
commander of Luftflotte 4, the air fleet in
charge of all Luftwaffe operations in southern Russia (including the Ukraine, the Cri

mea, the Black Sea, the Caucasus and, of
course, the Stalingrad sector).
Von
Richthofen's views carried far more weight
than those of Fiebig, his subordinate. Not
only was he considered to be Germany's
leading operational air commander, but he
was also liked and respected by the person
who mattered most: Hitler himself. In
fact, Hitler admired von Richthofen, a
committed National Socialist, aggressive
commander, inspiring leader, forthright ad
viser, and loyal follower.
Von Richthofen considered it sheer mad
ness for Paulus and his staff to plan an all-
around defense at Stalingrad and pin their
hopes on the Luftwaffe to sustain their
army. The air force simply lacked the abil
ity to keep it supplied, he frantically warned
everyone who would listen. “Sixth Army
believes that it will be supplied by the air
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Von Richthofen repeatedly insisted to senior army com
manders and the High Command that his air fleet could
not possibly sustain Sixth Army by airlift. His warnings
fell on deaf ears.

fleet in its hedgehog positions,” he com
plained in his diary on the 21st.18 “I make
every effort to convince it that this cannot be
accomplished, because the necessary transport resources are not available.” During
“dreadfully many telephone calls . . . until
late in the night,” he emphatically insisted
to almost every relevant air force and army
leader—including Göring in Berlin, Zeitzler
in East Prussia, Jeschonnek at Berchtesgaden,
and von Weichs at Army Group B headquar
ters—that he lacked the means to supply Pau
lus's army. It should immediately attempt
to break out. 19 His protests fell on deaf
ears and, despite several requests, no one
would put his call through to Hitler.
The following day, Generalmajor Wolfgang
Pickert, commander of the 9th Flak Division
and the senior Luftwaffe officer trapped in
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the pocket, echoed these sentiments to Paulus
and Schmidt during a conference in Nizhne
-Chirskaya, attended by these generals and
Generaloberst Hermann Hoth, Fourth Panzer
Army's commander. According to Pickert's
subsequent version of what transpired (the
only surviving account), Schmidt asked him
at one point what he thought should be
done. “I would gather together all the forces
I could and break out to the southwest,” the
flak general bluntly replied. Schmidt ex
plained that Hitler had expressly ordered
Sixth Army to stand fast at Stalingrad, that
the army lacked sufficient fuel for a proper
breakout attempt, and that the terrain itself
com pli cated matters. The Sovi ets held
higher ground to the west, meaning that
Sixth Army would be exposed to their guns
if it attempted to break out. Such an attempt would have to be made without
heavy weapons, in any event, because of the
fuel shortages. Moreover, it would be neces
sary to leave 15,000 sick and wounded sol
diers to their fate.
For these reasons,
Schmidt added, a breakout would probably
turn into a “Napoleonic catastrophe.” 20
Pickert rejected this as “nonsense,” insist
ing that a breakout was the only solution.
His flak forces could help considerably, he
added. He had numerous heavy batteries for
covering fire, and his men could carry his
20 mm flak guns (160 of them) and their ammunition across the steppes. “No,” Schmidt
concluded, “the army has been ordered to
stand fast at Stalingrad. As a result, we shall
form hedgehog defenses and expect supplies
from the air.” The flak commander, who
apparently had no knowledge of Fiebig's pre
vious debate with the army on the matter, was
flabbergasted. “Supply an entire army from
the air?—absolutely impossible! It simply cannot be done, especially in this weather.” Despite repeatedly pleading with the Sixth Army
to break out and explaining at length the rea
sons why the Luftwaffe could not keep it supplied, Pickert was unable to persuade the
army. Paulus had remained silent throughout
the discussion, but finally told the airman
the two most important things in his
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mind: that Hitler had ordered him to stand
fast, and that a breakout attempt with the
means available would probably only end in
disaster. Schmidt remained adamant about
the airlift. “It simply has to be done,” he
stated, adding that his men would do their
bit to cut down the supply level by eating the
thousands of horses within the pocket.21
Thus, Luftwaffe commanders in the field
were unanimous both in their belief that the
air force could not supply the entire Sixth
Army and in their condemnation of the idea
to local army commanders and to the High
Command itself. They eventually made sev
eral converts, most notably Zeitzler (as will
soon be shown) and Generaloberst von
Weichs, commander of Army Group B. The
latter had listened carefully to von Richtho
fen's arguments. Persuaded, he sent a tele
typed message to the High Command on 22
November.22 The prompt withdrawal of
Sixth Army was essential, he said, especially
because “the supply by air of the twenty divi
sions that constitute this army is not possi
ble. With the air transport available, and in
favorable weather conditions, it is possible
to carry in only one--tenth of their essential
daily requirements.” Von Weichs added that
although a breakout would “entail heavy
losses, especially in materiel,” it was the
only viable option and would, if successful,
“result in favorable developments in the
situation as a whole.”

Von Richthofen considered it sheer
madness for Paulus and his staff to
plan an all--around defense at
Stalingrad and pin their hopes on
the Luftwaffe to sustain their army.
The air force simply lacked the abil
ity to keep it supplied, he
frantically warned everyone who
would listen.

Several of the army corps commanders
bottled up in Stalingrad also agreed that the
war was over for them if the High Command
refused a breakout and ordered an airlift.
On 22 November, while Pickert was battling
Paulus and Schmidt in Nizhne--Chirskaya, a
meeting between corps commanders took
place at Gumrak, within the pocket.23 Acting
on his own initiative, Walther von Seydlitz,
commander of LI Army Corps, summoned
the other corps commanders—Generals Erwin
Jaenicke of IV Army Corps, Walter Heitz of
IV Army Corps, Karl Strecker of XI Army
Corps, and Hans Hube of XIV Panzer
Corps—to discuss the situation. They all
agreed that they must gather all their
strength for an attempt to break through the
encirclement. They scheduled their attack
for the 25th and, in agreement with von
Weichs (but not with Paulus, who had no
knowledge of their plans at that stage), be
gan regrouping for the operation.
However, Paulus—like his chief of
staff—was apparently not persuaded by the airmen's warnings. He vacillated throughout
the 22d and 23d, afraid to contradict Hit
ler's order to stand fast even though he
knew his opportunities for a successful
breakout were disappearing with every
passing hour. On the 22d, he did request
“freedom of decision in the event of failure
to construct southern defensive positions.”
Yet, totally ignoring von Richthofen's, Fiebig's, and Pickert's logical arguments
against an airlift, he stated that as long as he
could close his exposed southern front “and
receive ample airborne supplies,” he intended to hold the area still in his possession.24 Next evening, in response to
Hitler's fresh order to construct all-
around defensive positions and await relief
from outside, the general replied with another teletype message. This time he did
allude to mounting opposition to the proposed airlift, but said only that “timely and
adequate supply has been ruled out.”25 His
army must break through the encirclement
to the southwest, he stated, because it was
now suffering acute fuel and ammunition
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shortages and increasing enemy attacks
against certain sectors. As the army could
not hold out for long, he again requested
“freedom of decision.” His five corps com
manders, he added, shared his views on
the situation.
Hitler's ears were now deaf to such pleas.
His mind was firmly made up. After arriving
back at his East Prussian headquarters on the
23d, he replied to Paulus by radio in the
early hours of the 24th. Sixth Army (which
he now designated “Fortress Stalingrad”)
would stay and defend itself vigorously.
“Air supply by a hundred more Junkers is
getting under way,” he said, trying to reas
sure the frantic army commander.26 By
now, Hitler's notion of an airlift operation
had changed considerably since Jeschonnek
had first assured him that Sixth Army
could be supplied by air. He had then described the army's encir clem ent as tem
po rary, and Jeschonnek had made his rash
assurance with that in mind. Now he clearly
envisaged a Demyansk--style airlift, only even
larger and longer lasting. “Sixth Army will
stay where it is,” he yelled at Zeitzler in the
evening of the 23d, according to the latter's
postwar account. “It is the garrison of a fortress, and the duty of fortress troops is to
withstand sieges. If necessary they will hold
out all winter, and I shall relieve them by a
spring offensive.”27
The firmness of Hitler's conviction that
the “fortress” should stand fast and that the
Luftwaffe could keep it adequately supplied
had grown considerably in the two days since
Jeschonnek had first mentioned it. One of
the main reasons for his increased conviction
was the almost unanimous support for the
decision expressed by those around him. At
Berchtesgaden, and during his long train
journey to East Prussia on the 23d, Hitler
had no contact—personal or telegraphic—with
the army and air force commanders at the
front. During that critical decision--making
period, he did not speak to von Richthofen,
Fiebig, or Pickert, whose air forces would
have to carry out the massive supply opera
tion and who were now frantically warning
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almost everyone else that they lacked the
means to sustain Sixth Army. Nor did he
communicate with von Weichs, who shared
their view and advocated an immediate
breakout. Hitler learned of their views from
Zeitzler, who had finally “come around” and
now defended their assessment. Yet, because their warnings were not delivered personally, but only passed on by the army's
“overanxious” chief of staff, they carried lit
tle weight. Hitler merely accused Zeitzler of
being too pessimistic and advised him to
stop paying heed to “defeatist” commanders
who couldn't see the forest for the trees.
The military advis ers accom pa ny ing
Hitler—his faithful paladins, Wilhelm Keitel
and Alfred Jodl, and their skeleton
staffs—were in no position to make detailed
assessments or of fer i n formed advice.
The sycophantic Keitel, who seldom expressed views contrary to Hitler's, acted
true to form throughout this crucial period.
“The Volga must be held! . . . Sixth Army
must hold out!” he repeatedly told Hitler.
Although Jodl was no lackey, despite the
efforts of many postwar writers to paint
him as one, he was still smarting from the
rough treatment Hitler had dished out when
he sided with Generalfeldmarschall Wil
helm List against him in September. He
was not yet ready to receive more. He
therefore gave Hitler far more cautious but
still agreeable advice: although Sixth Army
was certainly in a predicament, he argued,
and its destruction looked certain if relief
was not forthcoming, the vast territorial
gains made during the summer campaign
should not be abandoned before von Manstein's relief operation was attempted. In
the meantime, the Luftwaffe should keep
the army supplied.
Aside from Zeitzler's, the only dissenting
voice Hitler heard during his last two days
in Berchtesgaden and his long journey north
to East Prussia belonged to Jeschonnek,
who had abandoned his earlier position and
now meekly suggested that Sixth Army
should break out.28 He regretted his ear
lier assurances to Hitler. Almost as soon as
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the words were out of his mouth, he wished
he could swallow them again. After having
his staff check his figures and after talking
with von Richthofen several times by tele
phone, he quickly realized that nothing
close to adequate logistical support of Sixth
Army by air would be possible, even with
consistently favorable weather and taking no
account of VVS action. He and von Richtho
fen were close friends, but the latter clearly
dominated their relationship and, when they
disagreed on matters, usually managed to
win Jeschonnek over. This was clearly one
such case. However, although Jeschonnek
notified Hitler that he might have been too
hasty when he made his earlier assessment,
his retraction carried no weight. Not only
did Keitel and Jodl believe Sixth Army
should stay, Hitler retorted, but Jeschon
nek's own superior, Reichsmarschall Gör
ing, had now given his personal assurance
that the air force could fully meet the
army's supply needs.

Responsibility for the decision to
supply Sixth Army . . . rests with
three individuals: Jeschonnek, Hit
ler, and Göring.
Determining when Göring first specifi
cally assured Hitler that the Luftwaffe could
supply the army is difficult because of the
paucity of reliable and detailed sources.
However, David Irving, who has recon
structed Göring's movements in this period,
believes that Hitler had first phoned him on
21 November, a full day after Jeschonnek
had made his rash promise and shortly after
Hitler had first mentioned the airlift to Paulus.29 This view gains support from von
Richthofen's diary description of a discus
sion he had with Hitler at the “Wolf's Lair”
on 11 February 1943, almost two weeks after
Paulus surrendered and his surviving troops
staggered into Soviet captivity. Hitler ad

mitted to von Richthofen that Göring was
not entirely to blame for the failed airlift; he
had himself promised Sixth Army that it
would be supplied by air, “without the
Reichsmarschall's knowledge.”30
When Göring first discussed an airlift
with Hitler on 21 November, he lacked up-
to--the--minute information on Sixth
Army's encirclement and statistical data
with which to make air supply calculations.
He therefore gave no specific assurances
about his force's airlift tonnage capabilities,
insisting instead that Sixth Army should
stand fast and that, as Jeschonnek had said the
previous day, the Luftwaffe would do all in
its power to meet the army's needs. As soon
as he got off the phone, he summoned his
quartermaster staff and ordered every
available transport plane—including his own
courier flight—to be mobilized for the op
eration. Göring's actions are remarkable,
considering that he had not yet studied detailed data or consulted air supply experts.
He later told von Richthofen that at the very
beginning of the Stalingrad episode, he had
played the optimist and supported Hitler in
his decision to stand fast there. 31 At that
point, von Richthofen added, Göring had
still believed Sixth Army's encirclement to
be temporary.
Göring's assurances became much stronger
on the following day (22 November), when
he arrived in Berchtesgaden. Hitler asked
his bulky deputy whether he still supported
the air--supply proposal. Göring replied
confidently, “Ja, it can be done.” He could
give no other answer, he later told Genera
loberst Bruno Lörzer, his close friend, because the Nazi leader used the worst kind of
emotional blackmail:
Hitler said to me: “Listen here, Göring. If the
Luftwaffe cannot carry this through, then
Sixth Army is lost!” He had me firmly by the
sword--knot. I could do nothing but agree,
otherwise the air force and I would be left
with the blame for the loss of the army. So I
had to reply: “Mein Führer, we'll do the
job!”32
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He could hardly have rejected the airlift
proposal anyway, he lamely explained afterwards to Paul Körner (undersecretary of state
for the Four Year Plan), because his own
chief of staff had already convinced Hitler
that the air force could supply the encircled
forces. “Hitler already had Jeschonnek's pa
pers before I set eyes on them,” he told Kör
ner, doubtless trying to shift some blame to
his chief of staff. “I could only say, `Mein
Führer, you have all the figures. If they are
correct, then I place myself at your dis
posal.'”33
Jeschonnek's original figures were not ac
curate, however, as Göring learned just
hours later. Oberst Eschenauer, Jeschonnek's
supply officer, informed his boss that the
standard “250 kg” and “1,000 kg” air-
supply containers on which he based his cal
culations actually carried only around two-
thirds of those loads.34 Their names derived
solely from the size of the bombs they replaced on bomb racks. Jeschonnek, an hon
est man who admitted his mistakes,
immediately told Göring, and asked him to
warn Hitler that their calculations were
based on incorrect data. Göring winced
when his young chief of staff confessed to
this error, but, believing it was “too late
now,” expressly forbade him to tell Hitler. Instead, he phoned Hitler, repeated his uncon
ditional assurances that the Luftwaffe could
do the job and invited him to phone Gener
alfeldmarschall Erhard Milch, his deputy
and Air Inspector--General, if he still felt
unsure. When Milch finally learned of this
in 1946, he angrily scrawled in his diary: “De
ceit plus incompetence equals one
Reichsmarschall! I guessed it already, but
now I get proof of it, it makes me want to
throw up all over again.”35
According to Zeitzler's postwar claims, after
Hitler arrived back in East Prussia late next
evening—23 November—he vigorously
tried to persuade Hitler that Göring's prom
ises were impossible to keep. After explain
ing at length the tonnages required and the
lack of aircraft to carry them, Zeitzler told
Hitler that “having examined the facts in de-
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tail, the conclusion is inescapable: it is not
possible to keep the Sixth Army supplied
by air.”36 Hitler remained outwardly calm,
but, with annoyance evident in his voice,
stated, “The Reichsmarschall has assured
me that it is possible.” When Zeitzler stood
his ground, Hitler sent for the air force
chief. “Göring,” he asked, “can you keep the
Sixth Army supplied by air?” The airman
raised his right arm and said, “Mein Führer,
I assure you that the Luftwaffe can keep the
Sixth Army supplied.” Hitler cast Zeitzler a
triumphant glance, but the general refused
to back down. “The Luftwaffe certainly cannot,” he insisted, to which Göring angrily re
torted, “You are not in a position to give an
opinion on that.” Hitler was surprised by the
undisguised hostility between his com
manders, but granted Zeitzler permission
to challenge Göring's promises. “Herr
Reichsmarschall,” he said. “Do you know
what tonnage has to be flown in every day?”
Caught off--guard, the embarrassed air
leader spat back, “I don't, but my staff offi
cers do.” Zeitzler had come armed. His own
staff had made detailed calculations, which
he immediately summarized:
Allowing for all the stocks at present with
Sixth Army, allowing for absolute minimum
needs and the taking of all possible emergency
measures, the Sixth Army will require delivery
of three hundred tons per day. But since not
every day is suitable for flying, as I myself
learned at the front last winter, this means
that about five hundred tons will have to be
carried to Sixth Army on each and every
flying day if the irreducible minimum
average is to be maintained.

“I can do that,” Göring shot back. Losing his
temper, Zeitzler shouted: “Mein Führer!
That is a lie!” Hitler thought for a minute
before replying: “The Reichsmarschall has
made his report to me, which I have no
choice but to believe. I therefore abide by
my original decision [to supply the army by
air].”
Zeitzler's frequently cited description of
this argument with Göring should not be
treated as a verbatim record because it is
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Generalleutnant Erich von Manstein initially thought
Sixth Army should remain at Stalingrad, supported by
the Luftwaffe, until he could mount a relief operation.
His report to this effect hardened Hitler's resolve that
the Luftwaffe would have to keep Sixth Army alive and
operational.

based on his subjective recollection of the
exchange and was apparently not written
down until the following day. However, the
account is almost certainly an honest attempt
at reconstructing the event. Zeitzler's open
opposition to the airlift is mentioned in sev
eral reliable sources, including von Richtho
fen's diary, as is his courage to express
opinions contrary to Hitler's. But placing this
account chronologically within this crucial
decision--making period poses problems.
Zeitzler himself could not remember the
date, noting only that it took place “between 22 and 26 November.”37
Most writers place the argument in the
early hours of 24 November—that is, shortly
after Hitler arrived from Berchtesgaden and

shortly before he issued his fateful order to
Paulus that his army must stand fast, that a relief operation was being launched, and that
the Luftwaffe, bolstered by “a hundred
more Junkers,” would keep the army supplied.38 If the argument did occur at that
point, then it represents the last major ap
peal to Hitler to change his mind and the
most weighty challenge to Göring's uncon
ditional assurances that his air force would
meet the trapped army's supply needs. It
shows not only that Hitler had already
firmly made up his mind before he arrived
back in East Prussia, but that his deputy's
embarrassing unfamiliarity with the ton
nages he had promised to supply should
have raised grave doubts in his mind about
the reliability of those promises. Before it was
too late, Hitler should have reexamined the
tables and graphs drawn up by Jeschonnek,
Zeitzler, and the army quartermaster-
general; and he should have spoken to von
Richthofen, whose air fleet was to carry out
the air supply operation.
However, the argument with Zeitzler did
not take place on the 24th, before the airlift began. It could not have. After Göring
visited Hitler at the Berghof on the 22d, he
departed for Paris in “Asia,” his luxurious
command train. He spent the next four
days—when he should have been organizing
the airlift—visiting Parisian art dealers and
galleries.39 Von Richthofen was appalled. “I
urge Jeschonnek and Zeitzler to report my
views to the Führer,” he wrote in his diary
on the 25th, “and to harness the Reichsmar
schall, but he's in Paris!”40 Göring arrived
back at Hitler's headquarters in Rastenburg
on the 27th, and his heated exchange with
Zeitzler probably took place at that point;
that is, three days after Hitler had given the
final go--ahead for the airlift. Despite the
claims of numerous writers, therefore, the
argument played no part in the decision-
making process. The die had already been
cast.
Hitler's decision to keep Sixth Army at
Stalingrad and support it from the air until
a relief operation could break its encirclem-
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ent was poorly received by the commanders
in the field. Von Richthofen again tried des
perately to convince everyone who would
listen that Hitler must be given an honest
appraisal of the facts. He phoned Jeschon
nek (three times), von Weichs, and Zeitzler,
once more pleading with them to have his
views made known to Hitler (which they
did, to no avail).41 He was disappointed by
what he correctly perceived to be Jeschon
nek's lack of courage in Hitler's presence,
noting that “Weichs and Zeitzler share my
view. Jeschonnek has no view at all.” He
was most upset the next day to learn that the
airlift would proceed, despite their warn
ings:
The Führer heard everything we had to say,
but decides against it because he believes the
army can hold on and he does not think we
could reach Stalingrad again. I stand by my
own opinion. Still, orders are orders and
everything will be done pursuant to the orders
received. It is tragic that none of the locally-
responsible commanders, although purportedly
possessing [the Führer's] confidence, has any
influence at all now. . . . As things are at present,
operationally speaking, we are nothing more
than
highly--paid
non--commissioned
officers.42

Von Richthofen was stunned that the
High Command expected him to fly in at
least three hundred tons per day. “We supply [the pocket today] with all our Ju--52s,
but we only have 30 available for that.” He
added in his diary on the 25th:
Of yesterday's 47 Ju 52s, 22 made sorties [into
the pocket]; of today's 30, 9 made sorties.
We flew in 75 tons today, instead of the 300
tons ordered by the High Command, which is
not possible with the few Ju 52s available. I
report[ed] this to the Reichsmarschall.

Von Seydlitz, commander of LI Army
Corps, also complained that Hitler's or
der was impossible to fulfill. He sent Pau
lus a lengthy report, which warned that
there could be no question of standing firm:
“The army has a clear choice: it must
break through to the southwest in the gen
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eral direction of Kotelnikovo or face destruc
tion within days.”43 The army's supply
situation, he insisted, would decide the mat
ter. To believe the Luftwaffe could keep the
army supplied was grasping at straws, espe
cially since only 30 Ju--52s were at hand
and, even if the other hundred aircraft Hit
ler promised actually materialized, they
could still not meet the army's needs in
full. Unfortunately, von Seydlitz's report
contained several careless inaccuracies
which robbed it of its persuasiveness. He
stated, for example, that even one thousand
tons of supplies per day would not be suffi
cient, whereas Sixth Army's own quartermaster had just reported that the army could
survive if the Luftwaffe carried in five hun
dred tons each day (three hundred cubic
meters of fuel and two hundred tons of ammunition).44 Schmidt and Paulus still sent
the report to von Manstein, adding that, al
though they disagreed with many of von
Seydlitz's reasons, they shared his view that
the army should break out immediately.
Un for tu nately for all those opposed to
Hitler's “stand fast” and airlift decisions,
von Manstein made his own thorough assess
ment of the situation and sent the High
Command a far more optimistic appraisal. 45
His position was similar to Jodl's: while he
agreed that a breakout was the safest
course, and that the army remained in dan
ger if it stayed in its present positions, he was
not convinced by Army Group B's insistence
on an immediate breakout. If a relief opera
tion could start in early December, he ar
gued, and if the promised reinforcements
arrived in time, it was still possible to save
the army. Of course, he cautioned, if it
proved impossible to launch the relief opera
tion or meet the army's supply needs by air,
then it should break out. Hitler felt vindi
cated. He highly valued von Manstein's
opinions (as did most of his senior officers),
and proudly informed Zeitzler and his other
advisers that the field marshal's assessment
was far more in keeping with his own views
than those of his “defeatist” generals. The
debate was over; he had won—for now.
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Thus, responsibility for the decision to
supply Sixth Army—one of the most fateful
de ci sions of the war—rests with three in
di vidu als: Jeschonnek, Hitler, and Gör
ing.
Jeschonnek rashly made the first
assurances that the Luftwaffe was capable
of meeting the army's logistical needs bef
ore he had consulted air transport experts,
made detailed calculations of his own, or
sought the views of von Richthofen and the
other air force and army commanders at
the front. Their evaluations of the situa
tion and the capabilities of their respective
forces would have been far more detailed
and reliable than the situation assessments
made by Hitler and his entourage (thousands of kilometers away in Hitler's alpine
retreat in southern Bavaria), whose main
source of information was Zeitzler's telephone
“updates.” Jeschonnek should have requested
a little time to do homework before present
ing an opinion on the matter.
When Jeschonnek gave his initial as
surances to Hitler, however, he believed that
the army's encirclement would be tempo
rary and, therefore, that its long--term sur
vival did not depend on the air force's
ability to keep it supplied. Had he known
then that Sixth Army would need supply
ing for several weeks, if not several
months, he certainly would not have
promised Hitler anything without exten
sive research. To his credit, when he did
learn that Sixth Army's encirclement would
last longer than originally claimed, that von
Richthofen and Fiebig forcefully opposed
the airlift, and that his own hasty calcula
tions were inaccurate, he immediately ad
mitted his mistakes and tried to dissuade
Hitler and Göring. He lacked both a force
ful personality and the respect of his bosses,
so, as a result, they simply ignored his warn
ings. Jeschonnek's culpability, then, stems
from rashness, a faulty original assessment
of the situation, and an inability to stand
up to stronger personalities. It does not
stem from dishonesty or incompetence.
When considering Hitler's responsibil
ity for the decision to supply Sixth Army by

air, one should note that he was unable to
focus solely on that matter. He had to di
vide his attention between events at Stalingrad
and what he mistakenly perceived to be the
equally critical situation in North Africa.
Only a fortnight after Gen Bernard Mont
gom ery launched his offensive against Erwin
Rommel's positions at El Alamein and four
days after his army captured them (which
threw Hitler into a fit of rage), major
Anglo--American landings took place in
Morocco and Algeria on 8 November.
French resistance quickly collapsed, and sub
sequent events forced Hitler to launch Opera
tion Anton, the occupation of Vichy France,
on the 11th. To make matters worse, he felt
he needed to pour scores of thousands of
troops into Tunisia to counter the advance
of Anglo--American forces pushing eastward
towards Rommel's Afrika Korps, still falling
back westward before Montgomery's Eighth
Army. Anton quickly reached its success
ful conclusion. Yet, when Stalin launched
Operation Uranus on 19 November, events
were still going very poorly for German
troops in North Africa and Hitler's mind
was focused on their survival and, he hoped,
on operations to restore the situation. Thus,
dis tracted by events in the Mediterranean,
Hitler was unable to focus his attention
solely on the grave situation in the east.
Had he chosen to concentrate on Stalingrad
and the security of the Don/Donets region,
strategically more important than Tunisia, he
may have made different choices than the
ones that eventually led to the loss of an entire army.
Deciding to supply Sixth Army by air was
not Hitler's only mistake. His decision to
pour men and equipment into Tunisia dur
ing this critical period rates as one of the
worst he ever made. As historian Vincent
Orange noted, “The campaign, however prolonged, could have only one result: an Axis
defeat.”46 The Allies, he explained, “enjoyed
command of the sea, the air and an enormous
advantage on land in numbers of troops,
tanks, guns and supplies of all kind (especially
fuel).” Thus, the 81,000 German troops
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landed in Tunisia between November 1942
and January 1943,47 plus the 250 Ju--52s used
to transport them, were wasted in a campaign
with little strategic value and no chance of
success. Those men and aircraft could have
made a crucial difference to German fortunes in the far more important
Don/Donets region had they been sent to
von Manstein and von Richthofen instead.
Hitler's responsibility for the airlift outweighs Jeschonnek's. First, his own initial
perceptions about the developing encir
clement and the fate of Sixth Army were not
based on rationality, but egotism. His “iron
will” alone had saved his eastern armies
during the previous winter, he believed. It
would do so again. This explains his com
ment to Zeitzler on the first night after he
returned to East Prussia. “We must show
firmness of character in misfortune,” he lec
tured. “We must remember Frederick the
Great.”48 Second, he also considered it es
sential to stand fast at Stalingrad because he
could not withdraw, without losing face,
from the “strategically--important” city that
he had publicly vowed several times to keep.
Third, because Jeschonnek's assurances
supported his own preconceptions, he uncriti
cally accepted them, although the airman
had clearly not reflected or conducted research before making them. Fourth, from
the moment he received those assurances,
which suited his own views so well, Hitler
closed his mind to alternative strategies.
Fifth, he totally ignored the repeated ap
peals and warnings of his frontline army
and air force commanders, unfairly calling
them “defeatists” because they challenged
the inflexible, “stand fast” formula that he
had elevated to the status of doctrine.
Sixth, he accepted Göring's promises and
reassurances as uncritically as he had ac
cepted Jeschonnek's, de spite the fact that
Reichsmar schall Göring had a poor track
record, had exercised only nominal com
mand of the Luftwaffe during the last year,
instead delegating the force's day--to--day
running to his subordinates, and, despite
the crucial nature of the present situation at
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Stalingrad, had evidently made no real effort
to familiarize himself with the issues in
volved. Lastly, he did not sack Göring and
replace him with someone competent, or
even demand that he act responsibly in this
critical period. He should at least have forbidden him (in von Richthofen's words) “to
swan off to Paris to plunder art galleries”
and ordered him to stay in Rastenburg to or
ganize and oversee the Stalingrad airlift, the
largest in military history, upon which hung
the lives of a quarter of a million men.
Göring's responsibility for the airlift de
cision equals Hitler's. When the Nazi leader
first asked him whether the Luftwaffe could,
as Jeschonnek had promised, fully meet
Sixth Army's logistical needs, he should not
have given an immediate answer. He should
first have consulted his air transport experts,
studied all available information on the
situation at Stalingrad (enemy strengths and
activities, the size and state of trapped
forces, the condition and capabilities of Luft
flotte 4, weather patterns and projections,
and so on) and sought the opinions of von
Richthofen and the Fliegerkorps command
ers involved. Remarkably, Göring failed to
do this, not only before making his first as
surances, but also before making his final
promises prior to leaving for Paris.
Göring aggressively dominated his own
staff, driving two of his senior officers to
suicide (Ernst Udet in November 1941 and
Jeschonnek in August 1943). Yet, he proved
incapable of standing up to Hitler. He rarely
even expressed views contrary to Hitler's (at
least in the latter's presence), especially after
his obvious failure to defeat Britain from
the air and to defend Germany's cities from
ever--increasing Allied air attacks. These fail
ures had steadily reduced his standing in
Hitler's eyes throughout 1941 and 1942. Instead, he lapsed into subservience, hoping
his slavish loyalty would repair their rela
tionship. It is probable, then, that Göring's
unconditional assurances that his air force
could maintain Sixth Army stem from his
inability to resist Hitler or challenge his
views (“I gained the impression that he was
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afraid of Hitler,” Milch once wrote49) and
from his intense desire to restore his tat
tered prestige.
Hermann Plocher argued that Göring “may
also have sincerely believed that he could
accomplish the airlift operation to satisfac
tion, just as he had done in some instances
in the past, by combining the influ ences
of his several offices and adding his own
brutal energy.”50 Plocher was wrong. Gör
ing did not “sincerely” believe that he could
do the job, otherwise no sense can be made
of his comments to Lörzer that Hitler had
him “by the sword--knot” and that he could
“do nothing but agree” because he did not
want to “be left with the blame.” Also, his
refusal to inform Hitler that Jeschonnek's
original calculations were based on false
premises and information removes any sug
gestion of “sincerity.” He deliberately withheld
embarrassing
but
important
information from Hitler. Additionally, at no
point during the course of the airlift did he
throw his “brutal energy” into making sure it
succeeded. On the contrary, rather than
stay and organ ize and oversee the crucial
op era tion himself, he disappeared to Paris
on a shopping trip and then, on his return,
only rarely attempted to involve himself in
its progress.
To sum up, then, this article shows that
Hitler's decision to leave Sixth Army

trapped in Stalingrad with the Luftwaffe
supplying it until a rescue attempt could
be launched is more complex than pre
sented in books on these events. First,
more people were involved in the decision-
making process than just Göring and Hitler,
and the final decision itself was not sponta
neously made during the first discussion between those two. It evolved during several
discussions between Hitler and his closest
military advisers, several of whom gave poor
counsel and prevented Hitler from hearing
personally from those with dissenting views,
especially von Richthofen, clearly the person best informed about Luftwaffe capabili
ties in the Stalingrad sector. Contrary to
popular claims, the decision was not
reached after Göring “duped” Hitler. No,
thanks to Jeschonnek and the useless advice
of Keitel and Jodl, Hitler already had it firmly
in mind before he even spoke to the bulky
demagogue. His fear of public humiliation,
coupled with his stubborn inflexi bil ity
(which he called his “iron will”) quickly
transformed the airlift—really only one of
several alternative strategies that he should
have explored properly—into the only course
of action. Those same subjective factors led
him to ignore the dissenting voices of com
manders he ordinarily trusted and to listen
to those of men he held in low regard.
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Sit down before a fact as a little child, be prepared to give
up every preconceived notion, follow humbly wherever and
to whatever abyss nature leads or you shall learn nothing.
—T. H. Huxley
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